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The recent progress in the dynamic wireless power transfer (DWPT) system brings
feasibility to increase the driving range of an electric vehicle (EV). The on-road wireless
charging system reduces the volume of the EV’s battery and charging the vehicle while
driving. So, the powered roadways can potentially decrease the dependency on heavy-
sized batteries for EV applications. The capability of transferring maximum power from the
ground surface to the vehicle requires the critical design of the entire DWPT system. The
various factors such as wireless charging pads, power electronic converters,
compensators, and controllers influence the power transfer rate of the system. An
appropriate impedance matching network assists the system during power transfer.
Moreover, the design of coils in DWPT needs to consider the sensitive misalignment
tolerance, safety issues, complex design, and cost factors. In this article, the basic
topologies, history, and fundamentals of the DWPT charging system are discussed. In
addition, the impact on the power grid due to the DWPT system and factors involved in
microgrid integration are discussed. However, the current scenario of different
compensators, converters, and design topologies proposed in the dynamic charging
system is included. This article presents a comprehensive overview and challenges
involved in a DWPT system such as the design of a power converter, charging
couplers, compensation network, foreign object detection system, economic factors,
and microgrid-integrated DWPT system. An economic analysis, electromagnetic
compatibility, and interference of the charging system are also analyzed vastly. The
human exposure level with its allowable limits developed for the wireless power
transfer system is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Electrifying road transportation is a promising technology for decarbonizing the transport industry.
The climate agenda was established under the Paris agreement to reduce the emissions of carbon to
control global warming, forcing the countries into transport electrification. Scientists were warned
that the global temperature will increase by 3% in this century (The Paris Agreement, 2022). The
problems associated with EVs are battery requirement and charging time. The capacity of the battery
should be increased to extend the driving range. The required motor rating will be increased due to
the rise in battery capacity. The volume of the storage device is reduced by wireless charging in
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driving mode. The advantages of wireless charging are safety,
convenience, durability, and automatic (Patil et al., 2017). The
dynamic charging system was easily installed on the driving
roads. The different charging methods are battery swapping,
conductive charging, and inductive charging (Yilmaz and
Krein, 2013). Battery swapping (Ahmad et al., 2020)
technology is a method of swapping the exhausted battery
with a moderately or fully charged battery. The different
swapping techniques are sideways, bottom, and rear. The
complications are transposability and degradation problems. It
requires complex infrastructures. The conductive charging
(Mishra et al., 2021) technique is used to power the EV. It is a
cost-effective and feasible method. The problem associated with
conductive charging is safety and charging period. The electric
current ranges and types decide the charging. The modes of
charging are fast charging and normal charging. The types of EV
chargers are onboard and off-board. If the power converters are
installed in vehicles, then the charger is an onboard charger, and
the power converters installed in the charging station is an off-
board charger. An electromagnetic induction-based energization
of the vehicle is called inductive power charging. Several
industries adopted inductive power transfer (IPT) in charging
vehicles. The charging modes of the IPT system will vary
depending on the motion of the vehicle. They are static,
dynamic, and quasi-dynamic wireless charging (Mohamed
et al., 2020a). The process of charging in null motion of the
vehicle is static charging and in motion is dynamic charging.

Dynamic wireless charging (DWC) and quasi-dynamic wireless
charging (QDWC) extend the driving range and reduce the
storage device capacity. So, the charging system will reduce
the cost of the EV. The distance and motion parameters
decide the type of the transfer technique. The four
technologies are near-field, far-field, mechanical, and acoustic.
The frequency ranges of the different wireless power transfer
technologies are KHz to MHz for an inductive and resonant
inductive, Hz to MHz for a capacitive, and GHz for a microwave
(Mohamed et al., 2020a). The overall structure of the article is
mentioned in Figure 1.

The near-field wireless power transfer (WPT) system is
classified into magnetic fields and electric fields. In an electric
field WPT system, the power is transferred from one plate to
another plate when both the plates are aligned, known as
capacitive power charging. In a magnetic field WPT system,
the power is transferred over a certain distance in an air
medium from one magnetic resonator to another one when
both the resonators are aligned, known as inductive power
charging. The different applications of the IPT system are
biomedical implants, EV charging, and home appliances. IPT
charging has many benefits such as transferring power over a long
gap, nearly maintenance-free, noise-free, and electrically isolated
components (Mohamed et al., 2020a).

The ORNL (Miller et al., 2015) demonstrated the DWC
charging and summarized the challenges experienced. The
high-level precise challenges are permissible speed ranges,

FIGURE 1 | Structure of the review content.
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synchronization of coil energization and power transferring time,
position of the vehicle on coils, particularly lateral alignment of
pads, acceptable charging power levels and vehicle classes,
effective, secure, and covert bidirectional communication.

A microgrid-connected DWC system is represented in
Figure 2A. The energy resources for the DWC system are AC
grid, solar and wind-based renewable energies, and energy
storage devices. Renewable energy sources (RES) are
intermittent sources concerning the climate. The charging
power demand is satisfied with RES during peak level
production by them. In addition, if the power demand level is
low, then the excess energy will be stored in an energy storage
device (ESD). The AC grid is utilized by the DWC system during
the low-energy production by RES. The sudden rise in energy
demand on the grid due to the DWC system leads to oscillation of
the grid voltage and reduces the stability and reliability of the
utility grid. The ESD assists the utility grid system to maintain
stability. The RES energy is transmitted through the utility grid in
the absence of the DWC process.

The transmitter coil is embedded on the road and the receiver coil
is installed under the vehicle. The structure of the coil is dependent
on application. The shapes of the coil are polarized and non-
polarized. The power converters are used to energize the
transmitter coil. The position of the vehicle controls the
operating pulses of the power converters. The output of the
transmitter side power converter is regulated by the
compensation network. The compensation network is framed
using passive elements. The different combinations of inductive
and capacitive elements are used in the compensation network.
Protracted physical charging will be replaced by automated scattered
charging along motorways or business centers by QDWC (Feng
et al., 2020). The challenges of the DWC system are high installation
cost, misalignment tolerance, and limited speed ranges. The receiver

coil receives a magnetic flux when the vehicle moves over the
transmitter coil. The interacted useful flux is converted into DC
power by the rectifier to charge the battery bank. Power electronic
converters are used to convert the primary-side and secondary-side
power. The transmitter pad and power supply unitsmust be installed
in predefined locations (Panchal et al., 2018). A long-elongated track
and segmented track are the two types of transmitters in a DWPT
system represented in Figures 2B,C (Farajizadeh et al., 2020). A
lengthy transmitter coil is positioned along the track in an elongated
type. The flux generated magnetically by the long transmitter does
not have any limitations, and the ratio of produced flux to linkage
flux is very small. The electromagnetic interference and exposure in
non-interactive parts of the tracking coil are high. The power losses
are also high due to the non-interactive part of the transmitting coil.
The size of the transmitter coil influences the reliability of the system,
and also, the entire coil mightmisbehave in case of failure in any part
of the coil. In segmented DWC, the several shaped transmitter coils
are arranged intermittently in the track. The transmitters may be
driven by single or multiple inverters. The transmitter coil gets
energization when the receiver coil moves over it. The other coil does
not get energized. The switching operations of the high-frequency
power electronic switches depend on the position of the EV. The
energization and de-energization of the coil are performed by these
high-frequency switches. The vehicle speed is a dependable factor for
DWPT charging. When the receiver coil moves laterally or
longitudinally, the linkage flux of the coil also changes. The
maximum power will be transferred when the coils are aligned
completely. When an EV moves laterally, the power transfer level
would be reduced (Ahmad et al., 2017). The components of the
DWPT system are transmitter side and receiver side converters, a
compensation network, magnetically linked coils, and a vehicle
identification system. The power inverter receives the input by a
rectifier, with a power factor correction unit. The power inverter

FIGURE 2 | (A) Basic representation of the microgrid-integrated DWC system. (B) Elongated track DWC. (C) Segmented track DWC.
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generates high-frequency ac power as per international standards.
Generally, the SAE J2954 suggests the power transmission frequency
to be 85 kHz. The transmitter coil is energized by this AC power, and
the frequency tolerance due tomisalignment will be overwhelmed by
the compensation network. The compensation network is used to
match the impedance of the charging pads to achieve the resonant
condition under misalignment conditions. The transmitter has an
open-circuit voltage in the absence of a vehicle. The receiver coil is
mounted under the vehicle. The ground clearance between the coils
is decided based on power levels and standards. Whenever the
receiver coil is positioned over the transmitter coil, the power is
transferred and the vehicle battery will be charged. The remaining
segmented pads are null energized.

The induced open-circuit voltage (Voc) and circulated short-
circuit current (Isc) of the fully aligned coils can be given by
(Kissin et al., 2009)

Voc � jωMI2 (1)
ISC � M

L1
I2. (2)

The mutual inductance (M) of the coils with the coupling
coefficient (k) is

M � k
����
L1L2

√
, (3)

where L1 is primary coil inductance, L2 is secondary coil
inductance, and ω is the system power transfer frequency. An
uncompensated apparent power (Su) of the receiver coil is
given by

Su � VocIsc. (4)
The factors involved in the WPT system are system frequency,

load power, system efficiency, impedance matching, charging pad
dimensions, and misalignment coupling parameters. The coils
can be designed based on the rated power and frequency of the
system (Ahmad et al., 2017). The SAE (SAE International, 2020)
developed the standards to develop the DWC system. The
specified frequency range of the transferred power is
81.38–90 kHz. So, the power inverter should consider the
limits of these frequency ranges while generating high-
power–high-frequency input to the transmitter coil. The
design of the transmitter and receiver coils is a challenging
task. The flux distribution of the transmitter coil should be
uniform, and the shape of the coil should improve the
magnetic flux distribution. The ferrite core has supported the
coil in flux distribution. The inductive reactance of the
transmitter coil is adjusted to operate at a higher frequency.
The receiver coil is installed in the vehicle. The weight of the coil
should not be increased beyond the acceptable standards, and the
coil must be interoperable. When the coils are aligned, the

TABLE 1 | Development of Static wireless charging (SWC) technologies. Development of DWC technologies.

Research and
development

Vehicle Operating
frequency
(in kHz)

Pick up
power (in

kW)

Air gap
(in mm)

System
efficiency

(%)

University of Auckland Mahesh et al. (2021) Car 60 1 200 83
Conductix Choi et al. (2015) Bus 20 30 40 -
WiTricity WiTricity (2022) Car 85 3.6/

7.7/11
100–250 90

KAIST Choi et al. (2015) - 20/90 3.3/15 10/
120/200

72–92

ORNL Miller et al. (2015) Car 20 3.3/6.6 100–160 90
Qualcomm Graeme Davison Vice President, (2017) Car 85 3.3/6.6 160–220 90
Utah State University Utah State University Science and Technology, (2012) - 20 5 152–167 90
HEVO Power HEVO (2021) - 85 10 300 85
Zurich ETH Mahesh et al. (2021) - 85 50 52 96

Oak Ridge (ORNL) Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
(2018)

Car 22–23 20/120 162 93

University of Auckland - 12.9 20–30 500 85
Covic and Boys, (2013) - 85 1 100 91.3
KAIST University, Korea Car 20 3 10 88
Covic and Boys, (2013) Bus 20 6 170 72

Train 60 15 120–200 74
Bus - 25–100 200 80

Flanders Drive with industries and universities Covic and Boys, (2013) - 20 80 100 89
EV System Lab and Nissan Research Centre Mahesh et al. (2021) - 90 1 100 >90
NCSU, United States of America Mahesh et al. (2021) - 100 0.3 170 77.82
Bombardier BombardierRail, (2014) Trams 20 200 60 90
Conductix-Wampfler AG (IPT tech) Bus 15–20 120 40 90
WAVE Mahesh et al. (2021) Bus 20 50 152–254 90
Utah State University Utah State University Science and Technology, (2012) Bus 20 25 150 86
Korean Rail Research Institute (KRRI) Kim et al. (2015) Tram 60 812 50 82.7
INTIS Technology INTIS (2018) Car and bus - 30– 60 Up to 200 >90
Qualcomm Graeme Davison Vice President, (2017) Race Car 85 20 - >90
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maximum power is transferred from the transmitter coil to the
receiver coil. The transmitter and receiver coils are coupled
loosely, and air is a power transfer medium. So, the
misalignment of the coil will affect the efficiency. The
compensation network is integrated with coils to achieve the
resonance condition. The maximum power will be transferred
under this resonance condition. The institute of transportation
studies at the University of California, Berkeley had shown that
an inductive power transfer (IPT) system was capable of
transferring 60 kW of energy to an electric system under the
California PATH program (Shladover, 1992). A 3 and 50 kW
inductive power charging system was developed to investigate the
performance of the IPT system in urban locations under the
UNPLUGGED project (Unplugged, 2015). A researcher in
railroad electric traction and wireless power transfer (WPT)
system in Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI) developed
a 60 kHz, 1 MW IPT system for a length of 128 m (Kim et al.,
2015). A 50 kW powered 100-m track was developed in the
VICTORIA project to demonstrate the dynamic wireless
charging (DWC) system. The size of the receiver coil is larger
than the transmitter coil, and the coils were suitable for both static
and dynamicWPT. The 20-kWh Li-ion battery pack was installed
in that bus (1–8_Project_Victoria_(Bludszuweit)_8). A 20-kW
prototype WPT charging infrastructure with a 100-m test track
was developed as part of the FABRIC European project by the
French research institute VEDECOM and its partners (Laporte
et al., 2019). The DWC concept by IPT PRIMOVE is tested and
proven at different test sites with a variety of vehicles. It offered a
proven 180 kW continuous charging at 80 km/h (IPT
Technology, 2021). The 20 and 120 kW DWC system was
developed and exhibited by ORNL researchers. The system
was modified to power the car and truck batteries
(Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
2016; Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
2018). Stellantis, a Netherland company demonstrated a 1 MW
DWC system in a 1.05 km arena circuit effectively (Stellantis,
2021). Bombardier PRIMOVE in Germany developed an
inductive fast charging system in passenger service, with a
200 kW power level. Electric buses were charged within a few
seconds, enabling them to cover the distance between charging
stations (BombardierRail, 2014). Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology (KAIST) in Korea developed several
online electric vehicles (OLEV) with a DWC system. A 60-kW
OLEV bus was developed at the KAIST campus with 72% power
transfer efficiency. In addition, 20-kW OLEV sports utility
vehicles (SUVs) were designed. A 200-kW DWC system was
demonstrated successfully for a distance of 544 m (Buspress,
2011; Suh et al., 2011; Jeong S. et al., 2019). Utah state
university demonstrated DWC technology with a 25-kW
electric bus on its electric vehicle and roadway track in 2016.
In addition, the vehicle was operated by 30-kWh Ni–cd battery
packs (Utah State University Science and Technology, 2012;
Tavakoli and Pantic, 2018). The University of Ottawa tested
the dynamic charging system in the connected and
autonomous electric vehicle (CAEV) transport system funded
by the Ontario government. The system helped to reduce the
congestion in charging stations (Vaidya and Mouftah, 2020).

Wireless Charging of Electric Taxis (WiCET) project executed by
lumen freedom to test the feasibility of wireless charging for
electric taxis in the United Kingdom under the office for zero-
emission vehicles (OZEV) scheme (WiCET, 2021; Lumen
Freedom, 2022). A 30-kW DWC system for the Artega electric
sports car and a 60-kW DWC system for an 18-m auto tram
electric bus were developed by INTIS technology (INTIS, 2018).
WiTricity Corp developed an 11-kW stationary wireless charger
and tested it with a Tesla 3 model electric vehicle (WiTricity,
2022). A Conductix-Wampfler (Conductix, 2022) from the
Delachaux group developed a 6–35 kW IPT floor and rail
system, and they also installed an IPT charging system in
Torino public transport, Italy (Eltis News Editor, 2015).
Qualcomm from New Zealand demonstrated the profits of
Qualcomm Halo’s dynamic wireless charging for electric
vehicles. The 100-m track is powered by 85 kHz, 2*10 kW
interoperable charging pads demonstrated with a formulae
race car (Graeme Davison Vice President, 2017). Table 1 is
representing the state-of-art in the static and dynamic
charging systems, respectively.

COIL TOPOLOGIES

The IPT system uses two coils to transfer power. The coil
assembled in-ground is considered a primary coil or ground
assembly (GA), and the coil assembled in a vehicle is considered a
secondary coil or vehicle assembly (VA) (Patil et al., 2017). The
coils are coupled with each other magnetically in the air core. A
primary stationary coil transfers the power to amoving secondary
coil in an air medium. The magnetizing inductance of the coil is
lesser than the leakage inductance in between the coils in a loosely
coupled coil structure. The selection of coil structure will be based
on particular applications (de Marco et al., 2019). The power-
transferring distance, power rating of the system, coupling
parameters such as inductance and quality factor, proper

FIGURE 3 | Characteristics of power transfer (Miller et al., 2015)
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TABLE 2 | Comparison of different coil topologies.

Circular Rectangular Hexagonal Double-D
Bouanou et al. (2021) Yang et al. (2021b) Bouanou et al. (2021) Yang et al. (2021b)

Magnetic Flux Single-sided Single-sided Single-sided Single-sided
Flux path 1/4th pad diameter ≈ pad diameter Circle and rectangle (intermediate) 1/2nd of pad diameter
Leakage flux High Medium Low Too low
Misalignment
tolerance

Poor Medium Good Medium

Polarization Non-polarized Non-polarized Non-polarized Polarized
Interoperability Too low Too low High Non-interoperable with non-

polarized
Suitable operation
side

Transmitter Transmitter and receiver Receiver Transmitter

Impact of shielding
on k

Low Medium Low High

Design complexity Simple Simple Simple Simple
Chargeable zone Small Small A little larger Medium

—

Flux

pipe

Double-D

quadrature

Bipolar

—

Covic and Boys, (2013) Budhia et al. (2013) Jafari et al. (2021)

Magnetic flux Double-sided Double-sided Double-sided —

Flux path 1/4th pad diameter in all
directions

2* circular pad flux with additional Q
coil flux

2* circular pad —

Leakage flux Medium Too low Too low —

Misalignment toler Poor Too good Medium —

Polarization Polarized Polarized Polarized —

Interoperability Low High High —

Suitable operation
side

Transmitter and receiver Receiver Receiver —

Impact of shielding
on k

High High High —

Design complexity Moderate Complex Complex —

Chargeable zone Medium Large Large —

—

Quadrupole

Tripolar Bipolar 3 Φ

double layer

—

Ahmad et al. (2019) Kim et al. (2017) Mahesh et al. (2021)

Magnetic flux Double-sided Single-sided Double-sided —

Leakage flux Low Low Low —

Misalignment
tolerance

Too good Good High —

Polarization Polarized Polarized Polarized —

Interoperability High High High —

(Continued on following page)
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ventilation, misalignment tolerance, interoperability, and cost are
the deciding factors to design the coil structure that is coil size and
coil shape. The ferrite core is used to improve the quality factor
and the magnitude of coil inductance. The single coil producing
vertical flux alone is known as a non-polarized coil, and an
additional coil structure used to produce horizontal flux is known
as a polarized coil (Mohamed et al., 2020a). Circular pad (CP)
coils are suitable for stationary wireless power charging. It has low
leakage flux, compact design, flexible design, and low eddy
current due to the absence of sharp edges (de Marco et al.,
2019). Due to these characteristics, it can be easily installed on
grid side and vehicle side. But the performance of the CP coil will
be affected by incremental variations in the air gap between the
coils (Bouanou et al., 2021). In addition, the flux distribution of
the coil is limited to diameter. The different coil geometries are
non-polarized structure such as circular, rectangular, square,

hexagonal, and polarized structure such as double-D, double-
D quadrature, bipolar, and tripolar. The rectangular and square
coils are creating a higher flux path than the CP coil. These coils
have high misalignment tolerance compared with other coil
designs. The sharp edges are increasing the eddy current loss
(Luo and Wei, 2018). The flux pipe coil has high lateral
misalignment tolerance and k compared with the circular pad
(Mohamed et al., 2018). But the quality factor will affect
intercepting flux due to shielding. To overcome the
disadvantages of circular and flux pipe coil structures, the
double-D (DD) coil was proposed (Zaheer et al., 2015). In this
DD coil, the height of the flux path is directly proportional to half
the receiver pad’s length. The coil features are improved no-load
quality factor, higher misalignment tolerance, lesser aluminum
shielding loss, higher coefficient of coupling, and reduced flux
leakage in the coil backside (Lin et al., 2015). The DD coil is

TABLE 3 | Analysis of interoperability.

Proposed method Power Coil Feature

Yang et al. (2021b) Variable step perturbation and observation
(VSPandO) algorithm

3.3 kW Rec • The algorithm is used to improve the interoperable
characteristics of the rectangular pad and Double-
D pad

DD • Achieved 95% of the optimal coil to coil efficiency
Yang et al. (2021a) Power decomposition algorithm to measure

the impedance
1.5 kW Rec • Measured impedance angle to evaluate the

interoperability standards
• No errors under high-frequency conditions and

reduced 10% relative error
Mohamed et al. (2020b) Universal rectangular transmitter (designed

and investigated)
11 kW Rec • An 11 kV A, 650 mm * 500 mm (WPT3) universal

transmitter pad was designed
DD • The interoperability characteristics of the pad were

analyzed with a rectangular pad and DD pad
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
and IEEE Electromagnetic Compatibility
Society.

Adjusting the permeability of the ferrite core 7.7 kW Circular • The inductance parameter of the transmitter and
receiver coil was adjusted by the volume of the
ferrite blocks. The permeability of the core can be
adjusted by Al, Co, and Nd2O3

Ahmad et al. (2019) Quadruple coil (Aligarh Muslim University) - Rec • The quadruple coil is interoperable with the DDQ coil
DD • The coupling coefficient and mutual inductance of

the proposed coil with DDQ, DD, and RP are DDQ >
DD > RP

DDQ
Zaheer et al. (2015) Interoperable analysis with DD, DDQ, and BP

pads as the transmitter (University of
Auckland)

7 kW DD • DD pads are the worst choice for primary due to
their mutually coupled structure

DDQ • The bipolar coil is the best primary coil
Bipolar • DDQ coil has improved leakage characteristics
— • DDQ pad is suitable for secondary coil
— • With the same quantity of material, the charging

zone of the DD–DDQ combination is three times
greater than DD–DD and five times greater than
CP–CP

— • DDP is designed to couple parallel flux, and CP is
designed to couple perpendicular flux

TABLE 2 | (Continued) Comparison of different coil topologies.

Suitable operation
side

Transmitter and receiver Transmitter and receiver Transmitter and receiver —

Impact of shielding
on k

High Low Low —

Design complexity Complex Complex Complex —

Chargeable zone Large Large Large —
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producing horizontal flux only, so it is non-interoperable with
non-polarized pads (Song et al., 2020). The additional
quadrature coil is added with the DD coil to produce
vertical flux, and it is named as double-D quadrature
(DDQ) coil. It has high misalignment tolerance and is
interoperable with all the coils. But, two synchronized
inverters are required to operate those coils (Budhia et al.,
2013). The bipolar pad (BP) coil structure was introduced to
reduce the usage of copper by the DDQ coil and it has the same
advantages as the DDQ coil. But the cost and complexity of the
bipolar coil are high (Jafari et al., 2021). A three mutually
decoupled coil structure named a tripolar pad is designed to
improve rotational misalignment tolerance. It has lesser
apparent power demand and leakage flux (Kim et al., 2017).
But the decoupled coils are driven by a separate inverter and it
will increase the cost and complexity (Hossain et al., 2022).
Charging the vehicle in ordinary motion and slow motion is
known as dynamic wireless power charging.

The types of power rail tracks are elongated or segmental. The
long track coil is used in elongated types. In terms of magnetic
concern, the ratio of linkage and leakage flux is low in elongated.
Due to this, high electromagnetic interference and high
electromagnetic exposure are caused by non-contracted points.
The power losses are high due to the non-interacting part. The
segmental coil contains multiple coils driven by multiple or single
converters. The transmitter coil will be energized when the
receiver coil is aligned with the particular transmitter coil
(Mohamed et al., 2020a), so that, the power loss will be
reduced and the energization of non-interactive coils could be
avoided. The restrictions of these segmented transmitters are that
the transmitters should be closely spaced and higher rating
converters and compensators.

The static WPT coils are also suitable for dynamic WPT
systems. The performance of the transmitter track in a DWPT
system will be improved by ferromagnetic material with different
structures, that is, W, I, E, U, S, etc. The different polyphase tracks
are used to increase the misalignment tolerance, increase the
power capacity with less stress, and supply constant power. The
transferred energy by the transmitter coil to the receiver coil in a
DWPT system is (Miller et al., 2015)

E � 1
U
K∫D

0
[Ma (x) +Mb (x)]2dx, (5)

K � 1
2
ω2
s I

2
T

RL
, (6)

where D is the covering distance.
E is the energy transferred.
ωs is the angular frequency.
IT is the transmitter coil current.
RL is the receiver coil load resistance.
Ma (x) and Mb (x) are the mutual inductance at x position by

the transmitter coils b and a (Figure 3). From the
aforementioned equation, the energy transferred by the
transmitter coil is inversely proportional to the speed of
the EV. But, the transferred energy completely in a
particular interval is independent of EV speed. The
components of the transmitter pad are conducting Litz
wires to design a coil, a ferromagnetic core for uniform

TABLE 4 | SAE J2954 vehicle power levels (SAE International, 2020).

Classes of power level Z-class (distance
range in cm)

Misalignment distance (cm)

1 2 3 4 5 Z1 Z2 Z3 Δx Δy Δz Rotation,
Roll

and Yaw

Max. input Power (in kVA) 3.7 7.7 11 22 >22 10–15 14–21 17–25 ±7.5 ±10 Znom—Δlow >
Znom—Δlow

Testing at ± 2, 4,
and 6°

Max. efficiency target under aligned
conditions (in %)

85 — — — — — — — — — — —

Max. efficiency target under
misaligned conditions (in %)

80 — — — — — — — — — — —

Frequency (in kHz) 85 (in-band of
81.38–90)

— — — — — — — — — — —

TABLE 5 | EMF exposure level (operation frequency range 3 kHz—10 MHz)
(Ziegelberger et al., 2020).

RMS Peak

Magnetic field 27 µT or 21.4 A/m 38.2 µT or 30.4 A/m
Electric field 83 V/m 117 V/m
Contact current 0.2 × f = 0.017 A @ 85 kHz 0.283 × f = 0.024 A @ 85 kHz

FIGURE 4 | Representation of the interoperability and interoperability
coils (DD–DD, quadrapule-DDQ, bipolar-DDQ).
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distribution of magnetic flux, and magnetic shielding to
reduce exposure levels. In the high-frequency operating
ranges, the eddy current loss is high due to the skin and
proximity effect. In addition, to improve the quality factor, the
resistance of the conductor should be reduced. So, the Litz
wire is generally a multi-stranded wire used as a conducting
wire to reduce those effects and will improve efficiency. The
Litz wire strands are decided based on the rated current of the
system. The coil geometry is decided based on the system
power and frequency. Mutual inductance and rated power of
the system are used to decide the spiral coil turns (Zhang et al.,
2015). As per Sullivan (1999), the system frequency is the
main parameter to decide the thickness and number of strands
of the conductor.

As per SAE International (2020), the operating frequency of
the coils is 85 kHz. The recommended American wire gage to use
the conductor in the mentioned operating frequency is 38.
Generally, the Litz wire is preferred in the high-frequency
operating regions to reduce the eddy current losses. Some
researchers (Sullivan, 2001) analyzed the efficiency of the Litz
wire with a magneto-plated aluminum pipe, which has low cost
and nearer efficiency to Litz. The construction of the Litz wire
assists the system in the reduction of proximity and skin effect,
which are disturbance effects in a high-frequency system. The
resistance of the wire also decreased by twisting the conductors.
The ferromagnetic core is utilized to direct the flux lines produced
by the transmitter toward the receiver. They acted as flux
concentrators and helped to improve the coupling factors.
Also, it will support the coils mechanically and magnetically.
In general, the ferrite bar is used as a core in many coil designs.
The coupling factors will be improved by a surplus in the number
of ferrite cores. An EMF exposure in a high-frequency power
transfer system is high and also it may surpass the safe limits
reported by international standards. So, EMF shielding is
necessary to diminish the flux leakage around the system. The
different types of magnetic shielding are passive shielding, active
shielding, and reactive shielding.

Aluminum will be used as a shielding material in maximum
applications due to its affordable cost and availability. The ferrite
backplate is preferred for shielding in very high-power transfer

applications. A modified nanocrystalline core offers higher
flexibility, saturation, and better stability than the ferrite core,
and additionally it is preferable for high-power wireless charging
(Xiong et al., 2021). Different coil structures are compared in
Table 2. The shielding of the transmitter coil side is used to block
the flux passing outside the coil arrangements. An eddy current
loss will be reduced by shielding. The receiver coil shielding is
protecting the user by avoiding the magnetic flux passing inside
the vehicle chassis, so that, human safety will be ensured by
shielding. ICNIRP-derived standards for electromagnetic
exposure limit for humans (Ziegelberger et al., 2020). A
polyphase track is used to provide short power boosts to EV
and continuous power transfer without onboard batteries along
the roadways without complex pickup structures or restricted
driving zone (Covic et al., 2007). A meander type (Wang et al.,
2020) track is the ideal track to charge the rail vehicles. A uniform
power transfer to pickup the coil is achieved by this structure
(Matsumoto et al., 2018). Increasing the width of the ferrite core
will decrease the leakage flux. Some tuning will likely be required
if pads are designed for variations over a wide Z-axis range. Series
tuning is recommended for non-polarized pads, such as circular
pads, while parallel tuning is recommended for polarized
secondary pads, such as solenoid pipes and bipolar coils (Lin
et al., 2015). The power density can be maximized by combining
multiple coils in a polyphase system. The ferrite cores help the
system balance the current.

Interoperability
Interoperability is a vehicle-friendly parameter where the power
transfer ability of the coil is independent of the receiver coil
geometry and power. The secondary and primary coils should
effectively couple with each other. The receiver coil should
accumulate the transmitter coil flux effectively both from
parallel and perpendicular field patterns (Zaheer et al., 2015).
An interoperability study will help the designer to design a highly
efficient loosely coupled transformer. The loosely coupled
transformers can be designed to obtain the maximum
coefficient of coupling (k). The maximum k may be obtained
without misalignment or the most awful misalignment. The
critical pad design considers that the ability of a coil should be

TABLE 6 | Equations involved in basic compensation topology networks.

Possible charging
mode

ZPA Primary capacitance
(C1)

Total impedance
(ZT)

Bifurcation criteria

SS CC Yes 1
[ω2

r . L1] [R1 + j(ωL1 − 1
ωC1

)] + [ (ω2 .M2 )
(R2+RL+j(ωL2− 1

ωC2
))] Qp > 4Q3

s
4Q2

s−1
CV No — — —

SP CC No 1
[(L1−M2

L2
). ω2

r ] [R1 + j(ωL1 − 1
ωC1

)] + [ (ω2 .M2 )
(R2+jωL2+ RL

1+jωRLC2 )
] Qp >Qs + 1

Qs

CV Yes — — —

PS CV Yes L1

[ω
2
r . M

2

R ]2+ [ω2
r .L

2
1]

1
[R1+jωL1 ]+[ (ω2 .M2 )

(R2+RL+j(ωL2− 1
ωC2

)]+[jωC1 ]
Qp >Qs

— — — — —

PP CC Yes [L1− M2
L2
]

[M2. R
L2
2

]2+ω2
r . [L1−M2

L2
]2

1
[ 1

(R1+jωL1 )+(
ω2 .M2(1+jωRLC2 )

RL+((R2+jωL2 )(1+jωRLC2 ))
)
]+jωC1

Qp >Qs + 1
Qs

— — — — —
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TABLE 7 | Comparison of mono-resonant compensation topology networks.

Topology Circuit representation Advantage Disadvantage Application

Series–series • In resonant frequency conditions,
varying the coupling coefficient and
load will not affect the C1 and C2

• Not suitable for light load
conditions

Static and
dynamic WPT

Covic and Boys,
(2013)

• Usage of copper is less • The voltage transfer ratio
depends on the load

—

Parallel–series • Higher efficiency and power factor
can be obtained while varying
mutual inductance and load

• An input side current source is
compulsory to avoid variations
in V instantaneous

High

Patil et al. (2017) • Reactance reflected in the network
is zero

• A high input resistance
necessitates a higher driving
voltage to transfer power

kW WPT

Series–parallel • In resonant frequency conditions,
varying the coupling coefficient and
load will not affect the C1

• The current controller is
mandatory on the primary side
under no-load conditions also

Biomedical WPT

Patil et al. (2017) • Required lesser L2 than SS • C1 depends on k —

• C2 ensures the stable load current • Variations of mutual inductance
will affect the power factor

—

Parallel–parallel • The ability to transfer power and
efficiency is high for the coils
separated by a far distance

• High input current source is
needed

High

Patil et al. (2017) — • System power factor is low kW WPT
— • Required high-load resistance —

— • C1 depends on k and load —

LCC combined with its
modified topologies

• Combined soft switching and zero
phase angle are possible

• Hard control strategies • WPT EV charger

Li et al. (2015) • Variations in k and load do not affect
the system

— • Multi load WPT
chargers
(LCC-SP)

Cheng et al. (2020b) • Minimum switching stress and
secondary side VAR compensation
are achievable

— —

LCL combined with its
modified topologies

• High efficiency for a wide range of k
and load

• In LCL–P, reflected impedance
due to load on the primary side
is a complex variable

• WPT chargers
for EV

Wang et al. (2021) • Able to maintain high efficiency in
low Q value

• In LCL–S, large C2 is required
to ensure continuous
conduction of current

Zhang et al. (2020) • Reduced rated apparent power — —

• Low current switching stress due to
resonant tank

— —

S or SP/SP or S • Constant output under high
misalignment conditions

• A high drop of the voltage
across the series capacitor

• Low-power
charging

Yang et al. (2020) • Value of gain independent of
variations of k and load change

• The voltage transfer ratio
depends on the load

—

• Low circulating current losses than
SP and significant misalignment
tolerance than SS

— —
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TABLE 8 | Comparison of inverter topologies.

Inverter Circuit Feature No. of switches
for n no.
of coil

Single source single inverter
multiple coils

• More efficient for static WPT 4
• Low reliability Vu et al. (2019)
• Constrained power level
• Poor efficiency
• The energization and de-energization of the adjacent pads

are not effective

One source multiple Z-source
inverter multiple coils

• High reliability 4n
• Regulated output voltage Wang et al. (2016)
• Additional control for PFC is not required due to the

z-source network
—

• Constant current and voltage will be supplied to the
converter

—

N-legged converter • Smooth energization of transmitter coils (n+1) *2
• Reduction of power losses Farajizadeh et al. (2020)
• Zero current flow in non-interactive transmitters —

• In addition, one leg pair switches are required to drive the
coils

—

• Reduce the cost and provide constant current —

Single source multiple inverters
multiple coils

• High reliability 4n
• Applicable to high-power WPT system Lee et al. (2022)
• High cost due to a greater number of switches —

• The size of the system is increasing, concerning the
number of charging coils

—

• The control circuit is required to generate more switching
sequence

—

Integrated boost multilevel
inverter

• No. of low voltage switches shares the high voltage stress 8n
• Required small heatsink Wang and

Thrimawithana, (2020)
• Higher efficiency due to low switching loss —

Inductive coupler array • No. of switches are decreased. For n number of coils
additionally, one switch is required, that is, n+1

n+1

• Energizing each charging pad without affecting other
charging pads

Barsari et al. (2021)

• Twice the rated current of the charging pad is handled by
switching devices

—
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independent of the symmetrical coil shape. As per international
standard SAE J2954, electric and magnetic interoperability in the
WPT system is proposed (Yang et al., 2021b). Electrical
interoperability depends on power converters, and impedance
matching networks. Magnetic interoperability depends on
transmitter and receiver pad coil parameters. However, the
circular pad coil and DD pad coil have the worst
interoperability characteristics with each other. When either of
the pads is centrally aligned with the other one, it will be proven
zero-coupled power. The circular coil produces vertical flux, and
a DD coil produces horizontal flux. A DDQ pad will have good
interoperable characteristics with the CP coil and DDP coil
systems. Also, it will increase the charging zone compared
with non-polarized pads. Normally, the DDQ and BP pads are
more suitable on the receiver side to capture the maximum field
pattern. The quadrapule coil structure is introduced, and it has
maximum coupling coefficient with the DDQ coil compared with
other rectangular and DD coils. The quadrapule coil has low k
and M values due to the additional quadrature coil (Ahmad et al.,
2019). A new multi-coil ground assembly has interoperability
with CP and DDP structures without significant misalignment
(Lin et al., 2020). A power decomposition based on the interface
impedance method SAE J2954 proposed an interoperability
evaluation method (Yang et al., 2021a).

But the method is not applicable for practical applications due
to phase angle measurement. A variable step perturbation and
observation (VSPandO) based position adjustment algorithmwas
proposed (Yang et al., 2021b) to improve interoperable
characteristics between the RP and DDP coils. The position of
the pad is adjusted by sensing DC offset. The methods to make
compatible pads are changing pad structures and controlling coil
currents. The features of various interoperability techniques are
tabulated in Table 3. An SAE J2954 developed certain guidelines
to design a DWPT system effectively. The limits on in-vehicle
power levels are mentioned in Tables 4, 5. The power levels
specified the maximum limit of apparent power drawn from the
grid. The aforementioned system’s efficiency is achievable with
symmetrical coils and specified vertical limits. The transmitter
and receiver coil should be spaced by some distance. The vertical
distance between the coils can be classified into the different Z
classes that are specified in Table 4. The different interoperability
pad combinations are represented in Figure 4.

The allowable ranges for lateral and longitudinal
misalignment tolerance of the vehicle during the charging
process are specified in Table 4. The misalignment tolerance

between vehicle assembly and ground assembly in the X-axis and
Y-axis should be considered. The EMF exposure levels for the
living objects developed by ICNIRP (Ziegelberger et al., 2020) and
the allowable limits developed as an international standard by
them are mentioned in Table 5. The specified limits apply to the
system with 3 kHz–10 MHz operating frequency level.

COMPENSATION TOPOLOGIES

An inductive power transfer system contains loosely coupled coil
structures andmisalignment problems. The leakage inductance of
the coils is high due to dynamic operation (Sohn et al., 2015). The
power transfer capability of the coils suffers due to high leakage
inductance, and efficiency also decreases quicker as misalignment
increases. This high leakage inductance can be compensated by
reactive power compensation. So, the reactive power is
compensated by passive resonant networks. So, the ability of
the coil to transfer maximum power would be improved (Zhang
and Mi, 2016). The objectives of the various compensation
topologies are to compensate the VAR, achieve soft switching,
obtain constant CC/CV output, maximize the power transfer
profile and efficiency, tolerate misalignment issues, minimize VA
rating, and avoid bifurcation.

These topologies are assisting the system in rated apparent
power minimization and soft-switching operation. Also, constant
output voltage/current in a network is maintained by these
networks. The different types of compensation networks based
on passive elements are mono-resonant and multi-resonant
(Shevchenko et al., 2019). The four general compensation
topologies in mono-resonant compensation are S–S
(series–series), P–P (parallel–parallel), S–P (series–parallel),
and P–S (parallel–series) (Mahesh et al., 2021). The addition
of passive elements in the mono-resonant network to attain
output voltage/current constantly under independent load
conditions is considered in a multi-resonant network. The
LCC–LCC, LCC–SP, LCC–S/P, and LCL–LCL compensation
networks are the classifications of multi-resonant networks.

Bifurcation (Jayalath and Khan, 2021) is the phenomenon
occurring on the primary side due to input impedance or
admittance. It is generally known in the system which has
more than one zero phase angle frequency or resonant
frequency. The different zero phase angle frequencies are
depending on loading conditions and passive components
value. Zero phase angle division is generally called bifurcation.

FIGURE 5 | Representation and equivalent circuit of FOD.
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Bifurcation region system control is entirely different from the
single zero phase angle region. So, the study of bifurcation is also
necessary for dynamic wireless power charging conditions. The
coils of the system must be designed carefully to avoid
bifurcation. The quality factor (Q) dependency of the
bifurcation is specified in Table 6. The compensation network
is used to control the primary and secondary quality factors (Qp,
Qs). The source current and load current increased due to
decreases in total impedance (ZT) of the network in S–S and
S–P topologies. Due to misalignment, the total impedance of the
network increases, forcing a source current, and load current to
fall (Bagchi et al., 2021). The stability of the system should be
independent of the load for wide ranges of frequency changes. So,
the network should be designed for one zero phase angle. The

selection of compensation topology is based on applications. A
parallel compensation is well-matched for high current
concentrated windings, and a series compensation is a better
choice for long primary tracks, that is, segmental primary tracks
where the k varies with the lateral coil movement. The parallel
compensation could not transfer rated power during
misalignment and series compensation could transfer the
power during misalignment conditions. But parallel
compensation is safer than series in the absence of receiver
(Villa et al., 2012). The magnitude of current and voltage are
high in series compensation compared with parallel (Villa et al.,
2012). In the multi-resonant network, the LCL/LCC topologies
are used in DWPT charger circuits for an EV. The constant
current should be maintained in the track. These topologies are
better than other multi-resonant complex topologies and will
provide an efficiency greater than 95% (Cheng C. et al., 2020).
The LCC compensation network is independent of load
conditions and k. This compensation assists the secondary side
for unity power factor pickup. The dual side LCC compensation
has high misalignment tolerance, independent load
characteristics, improve efficiency, and the current stress
across the high-frequency switches can be reduced. With the
LCC compensation, zero current switching and zero phase angle
operation can be achieved simultaneously (Chen et al., 2020). The
output power can be controlled by the dual LCC network while
maintaining the high-power factor without the help of dc–dc
converter and communication between the transmitter and
receiver (Luo et al., 2022). In a closed-loop system, dual side
LCC topology is used to attain constant output voltage, which
reduces a converter’s effort. The LCL network is used to retain
constant current output in the track even though the reflected
impedance by the receiver changes. Also, it helped to reduce the

TABLE 9 | Various real-time FOD methods.

Method Detection Feature

KAIST Dual purpose non-overlapping coil sets MOD and DoP • No additional losses
Jeong et al. (2018)
KAIST Mistuned parallel resonant circuit MOD • More feasibility
Jeong et al. (2019b) • Horizontal and upright detection
Shenzhen University Two-layer symmetrical detection coil set FOD • Effective detection irrespective of quantity and location of the

objectXiang et al. (2019)
Shenzhen University Hyperspectral imaging (pixel-based) MOD • Able to detect very small objects

Tian et al. (2021)
Florida International

University
Sensing primary resonant current FOD • A high-speed detection system

Jafari et al. (2019)
Delft University Detection resonant circuit with active and passive coil

sets
FOD and DoP • No blind zone

Shi et al. (2021) • High sensitivity

FIGURE 6 | Flowchart for FOD.

TABLE 10 | Cost analysis of OLEV with CNG (Suh and Dong, 2017).

Energy efficiency Energy cost Energy cost

km/litre km/KWh $/Litre $/kWh $/year

CNG 1.7 - 1 - 52,932
OLEV - 0.7 - 0.11 14,134
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loading reactive power on the transmitter track. In this network, the
total power is considered as active load power and resonant network
losses. The reactive power circulates within the tank LC circuit. The
inverter switches rating is reduced due to low-power demand.

In this LCL–SS topology (Wang et al., 2021) is used to attain
constant load voltage independently, LCL–LCL topology (Keeling
et al., 2010; Nguyen et al., 2021) is used to attain constant load
current independently, and both the topologies are used to
recognize zero phase angle (Wang et al., 2021). Although the
multi-resonant networks are more advantageous for dynamic

wireless power transfer, the copper loss is due to additional
resonant components higher than mono-resonant networks.
The complex control method is required in modified networks
(Triviño-Cabrera et al., 2020). The S–SP network is less sensitive
for wide load variation ranges and k ranges and high efficiency is
achieved for high-load resistance by the LCC–P network (Lu et al.,
2019). The different equations mentioned for four basic topologies
in Table 6 are used to calculate the primary capacitance and total
impedance, and also in Table 6 possible charging modes and
possible zero phase angle modes are specified.

TABLE 11 | Analysis for 10 years (Suh and Dong, 2017).

Vehicle cost in $ Government
funding in $

10 Years energy cost in $ Total cost in $

CNG 200,000 100,000 529,320 629,320
OLEV 450,000 300,000 141,360 291,360

TABLE 12 | Cost of energy consumed by vehicles (operational distance of the vehicle 13,286 km/yr) (Suh et al., 2011).

Vehicle type Consumption of energy/year Cost ($/year) Cost reduction with
gasoline ($/year)Gasoline (L) LPG (L) Electric (kWh)

OLEV — — 4,429 391 1,254–391 = 863
Hybrid EV 624 — — 895 1,254–895 = 359
HEV–LPG — 746 — 639 1,254–639 = 618
Plugged in HEV 312 — 1,536 568 1,254–568 = 686
Plugged in EV — — 3,126 276 1,254–276 = 978
Gasoline 874 — — 1,254 —

FIGURE 7 | Sensitivity analysis by expanding the vehicle count (OLEV, Gumi City). (A) Number of vehicles vs. battery size. (B) Number of vehicles vs. total length of
power tracks (Jeong et al., 2015).

TABLE 13 | Fuel cost comparison of few EV (fueleconomy.gov The official U.S. government Source, 2021).

Model Energy consumption
(kWh/100 mile)

Annual fuel cost
(in $)

Cost saving for
5 yearsa (in $)

Tesla Y RWD 26 500 6,750
Hyundai Kona electric 27 550 6,500
Volkswagen ID.4 pro 34 650 6,000
Tesla X long range + 32 600 6,250
Kia EV6 RWD 29 550 6,500
MINI Cooper SE 31 600 6,250

aDriving on highway 45%, city 55%, 15,000 annual miles.
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In summary, the S–S topology provides a constant output
current under resonant conditions and a high no-load current.
Also, the ZVS capability of the topology is simple and it can be
operated with other networks. Though the topology is simple,
its coupling nature is poor. The modifications in S–P topology
help the system in an automatic coil energization process. But
the impedance reflected by the capacitor will affect the ZVS
capability of the system. In a low-inductance system, the P–P
topology is preferable. Hence, the current fed inverter affects
the ZVS operation, and the voltage stress of the switches is
increased. Overall efficiency will be maintained higher (up to
96%) under the worst condition also by using LCL topology.
The current stress of the semiconductor switches is reduced by
maintaining a constant current. The LCL topology is better to
use under light load conditions. The control characteristics of
the LCC network are simple on the primary side and the unity
power factor will be achieved easily. The constant current will
be maintained on both sides and hence the switching stress is
reduced. The additional passive element is used in LCL/LCC
topology to attain high efficiency in high-power ranges with
constant output current. This will be attained without affecting
load and k characteristics. The advantages, disadvantages, and
applications of different compensation topologies are
represented in Table 7.

INVERTER TOPOLOGIES

The transmitter coil is laid on the roadside energized by the
inverter circuit. As per SAE J2954, the operating frequency of the
inverter must be 85 kHz, and the power rating of the switches is
decided by the charging capacity. The number of roadway-
positioned transmitter coils can be energized by a single
inverter or multiple inverters. The main objective of the
inverter is to generate AC power with high frequency to
energize and de-energize the transmitter coil. The switching
losses of the inverter should be minimum. The switching
stress will be reduced by soft-switching, which is assisted by
the compensation network. The driver circuit of the inverter
should generate high operating frequency pulses based on the
vehicle position. The features of different inverter topologies are
mentioned in Table 8. As per Sanken Electric Co., Ltd (2022), the
conventional Si power semiconductor switches are replaced by
wide-bandgap devices such as SiC and GaN switches. The high
power, high-frequency SiC, and GaN switches have low on-state
resistance, high-temperature coefficient, and high figure of merit.
A single inverter can be adopted to energize the transmitter coils
(Fujita et al., 2017; Mai et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Vu et al.,
2019). In this method, four switches are used irrespective of the
coils, that is, several switches are independent of the number of
coils. The simple switching control, the power rating of the
switches increased, and the complexity in the operating
regions increased when a single resonant inverter is used for
all the coils. The power stress of the inverter is high. The coils are
connected in series or parallel, the losses in the uncontacted coil
are due to energization by inverter current. The individual
inverter is used to energize the individual transmitter coil,

which is positioned in the roadway (Guo et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2018; Zhou H. et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2022). Multiple coils are
energized by parallel inverters. The power rating of the inverter
switches is reduced in this method. But the switching losses
increased due to a high number of switches. The 4N switches are
used for the N number of coils. The N-legged converter
(Farajizadeh et al., 2020) is proposed to overcome the
drawbacks of previously mentioned inverters. The power
flowing in the transmitter coil is effectively controlled by this
N-legged inverter and the efficiency is improved. The proposed
inverter requires 2* (1 + N) switches to drive the N coils. The
converter has parallel-connected N legs and provides N-1 output
terminals. The transmitter coils are closely spaced to transfer
uniform power, and the power losses are also reduced by
controlling current flow in non-interactive coils. A push–pull-
driven coupler array (Barsari et al., 2021) was designed with a
fewer number of semiconductor switches. It requires N+1
switches to energize N windings. Any switches can be
activated proportionally without increasing the current stress.
A Z-source converter is proposed by González-Santini et al.
(2016) to regulate the output voltage, with power factor
correction without adding additional semiconductor devices.
The reliability of the system also increased by using the
Z-source network. A new topology, an integrated boost
multilevel converter (IBMC) (Wang and Thrimawithana,
2020), containing half-bridge modules which are series-
connected in both side arms and connected with a DC source
with a series-connected dc inductor. The power flow in this
converter is regulated effectively with boosted multilevel
voltage in the absence of a vehicle side regulator. The power
level of the inverter is improved by a multi-phase multi-inverter
(Deng et al., 2017, 2019a, 2019b; Zhu et al., 2021), and the total
input current is shared by all parallel phases. The multi-phase
inverter topology regulates the output voltage and system
efficiency. The power loss also decreased due to low-power
dissipation by semiconductor switches. A high-frequency
bridgeless rectifier is used (Mishima and Morita, 2017) to
decrease the switching noises and progress the efficiency. The
output power is regulated by introducing PWM on the receiver
side (Wang et al., 2022). A conventional voltage-fed full-bridge
converter is substituted by a dual-independent output inverter
(Ge et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020). The modified inverter drives the
segmental track with a fewer number of switches compared with a
conventional full-bridge inverter. A modified magnetic coupler is
presented on the vehicle side (Kalra et al., 2020; Hsieh et al., 2021;
Shi et al., 2022) to reduce the volume of a magnetic coupler. The
output voltage of the system is regulated effectively and the power
transfer capability of the coupler will be improved. The output
power is regulated by an inverter with a double half-bridge (Zhu
et al., 2022) and two-variable inductors.

FOREIGN OBJECT DETECTION

The coil positioned on the roadside transfers the power in the air
gap, whenever the receiver coil is positioned over it. Instead of a
receiver coil if any metal object is placed on the coil, the power
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will be transferred to that metal object due to the high magnetic
field between the coils. The transferred power circulated in metal
objects and eddy current losses occurred in the form of heat and
fire may be occurred under the worst condition (Xiang et al.,
2019). If the object placed on the coil has sufficient mass, the rated
power will be circulated through the object. In addition, the object
will affect the inductance parameters (L, M, and k). So, it is
necessary to detect the introduction of a foreign object in a
charging zone to avoid efficiency reduction and unwanted
temperature increase. Because the temperature of the foreign
object increased based on its magnetic permeability (Jafari et al.,
2019), various thresholds can be used to determine whether or
not the foreign object may cause a significant problem. The basic
diagram of FOD is represented in Figure 5.

Foreign object detection (FOD) can be classified into MOD
(metal object detection) and LOD (living object detection) based
on the power level and detecting objects (Zhang et al., 2019). FOD
can also be classified based on system parameters, field-based
detection, and wave-based detection. Normally, the system
parameter detection method is used in low-power systems,
and the other two methods are used in low-power systems
and high-power systems. In the high-power transfer system,
the air gap is large. So, LOD is applicable for this system only.
But MOD applies to high- and low-power applications. A system
parameter detection method, considers non-electrical parameters
to detect the metal object. The pressure and temperature sensors
are used to sense the changes in pressure and temperature due to
metal objects. But these sensors are unable to identify the
difference between metallic and non-metallic objects.

The electrical parameter method detects the changes in power
due to eddy current induced in a metal object in a charging zone.
It is suitable for wireless charging of low-power consumer
electronics. The transmitter coils are unenergized initially. The
low-magnitude power signal is allowed through the coil to
measure parameter values (P, V, and I). If the signal is
received, the rated power will be transferred to the receiver
coil. If not, the measured parameters are compared with

threshold limits. If the signal exceeded the threshold value, the
foreign object was detected. It may be a living object or a metal
object. Then, the necessary action should be taken by the
operator. If the parameter values are within the threshold
value, the presence of a foreign object was not found and
takes time to send the next energized signal. An extra sensing
device is required in the wave-based detection method to detect
the existence of the object. An imaging camera is used to detect
the object and ultrasonic, radar sensors are used to measure the
changes in the distance of the transmitter coil from the sensor due
to the metal object. Among all the detection method, the field-
based detection method is popular and detects the metal object by
passive parameter (inductance and capacitance) changes
(Patents, 2022). The detection method for LOD is primarily
for high-power applications where the living objects interfere
with the charging zone. A single-layer sensing coil (Jang G. C.
et al., 2016) is fabricated with a minimum number of components
to detect the changes in the magnetic field of the system more
accurately. In addition, a non-overlapping coil (Jeong et al., 2018)
senses the variations in magnetic flux and induced voltages and
detects the position of the vehicle (DoP) and metal object.

A rectangular-shaped two-layer symmetrical detection coil
detects the foreign objects accurately by comparing the
difference between two symmetrical coil voltages (Xue et al.,
2022) or mutual inductances. A multiple loop parallel mistuned
resonant coil (Jeong S. Y. et al., 2019) mounted on the transmitter
coil detects the metal objects sensitively based on changes in the
coil’s self-inductance. The foreign object materials of the system
are recognized by a hyperspectral imaging method and it is
performed by a trained classifier based on a support vector
machine (Tian et al., 2021). The pixel-based method
accurately senses the objects and limited datasets are only
required to train the system. An active and passive PCB coil
sets integrated IPT system is used (Shi et al., 2021) to detect the
position of the vehicle and the existence of foreign objects in the
charging zone. The variable magnetic field created by foreign
objects is amplified using a resonant network. Also, the

TABLE 14 | Various EMI analysis.

Organization with technique Coil Feature

Mohammad et al.
(2021)

ORNL investigated different sets of
charging pads

WPT3/Z2 • Electromagnetic field emissions of identical charging pads are lower than
interoperating charging pads

Unipolar and
bipolar coils

• The shielding design should be extended to the concerning power level.
Aluminum is sufficient for shielding

Lammle et al. (2020) Stuttgart University, Germany DD and circular • The distribution of the magnetic field in a lateral direction can be decreased by
using shielding

— • DD coil has more lateral field distribution than the circular coil
— ORNL proposed shielding using ferrite

and nanocrystalline
50 kW, 3 Φ • Proposed two-layer magnetic shield for 3 Φ system
Bipolar • The efficiency of conductive shielding is lesser than that of magnetic shielding

Zhang et al. (2021) Indho national lab, ORNL 200 kW DD • Increasing the width of the ferrite will increase the shielding effectiveness linearly
— • The modified shielding structure is proposed with a ferrite core (ferrite teeth on

edges), which provides a compact solution (without increasing ferrite volume
and increasing the shielding effectiveness)

Mohammad et al.
(2019)

University of Akron and ORNL 100 kW DD coil • An additional small magnetic element (ferrite) is added to aluminum shielding to
reduce the magnetic field emission

Moon et al. (2015) KAIST 500 W, 20 kHz
circular

• A double-shield coil with four capacitors was proposed to reduce the magnetic
field emission
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movement of EVs is detected. The foreign object detection
system’s equivalent circuit (Cheng B. et al., 2020) is denoted
in Figure 5. A simple LC resonant circuit is formed by coil arrays
with series-connected capacitors (Kim et al., 2021) to detect the
metal object. The changes in impedance (magnitude and phase)
are due to metal object sensed by the detecting coil. So, it is
mandatory to adopt FOD in a DWPT system to confirm safety
and reliability. In the existence of the foreign object, consistent
measures like sounding an audible and visual alarm or halting the
power should be taken (Lu et al., 2022) The different detection
methods used to detect the vehicle, metal object, and living object
position are mentioned in Table 9. The detailed flowchart to
understand object detection is represented in Figure 6. Generally,
the transmitter coil is in unenergized condition. The low-
magnitude energized signal passed through the coil to measure
the electrical parameters (power, voltage, and current). If the
feedback signal is received, the coil should be energized to transfer
maximum power. If the signal is not acquired, the measured
parameters are compared with threshold limits. If the limit is
exceeded, the foreign object is detected, otherwise not detected.
The necessary action should be taken to rectify the FOD problem.
Then, there should be a delay to send the next pulse signal.

ECONOMIC ASPECTS

A precise infrastructure installation for charging is mandatory to
rush the market diffusion of the EV. The EV’s total operating cost
includes the vehicle cost, energy consumption cost, and
infrastructure development cost (Suh and Dong, 2017). So, the
consideration of charging infrastructure is mandatory for
effective cost analysis. The economic factors of energy
consumption of OLEV with CNG were analyzed by KAIST.
From the analysis, 73% of energy cost was saved by OLEV.
The energy cost was analyzed by driving a vehicle for 250 km
per day. In an electric vehicle, when the driving distance is
increased, the saving cost will be increased. In 2009, KAIST
has developed an online electric vehicle. The power drawn by
the vehicle is 60 kW. Tables 10, 11 represent the cost of energy
consumed by the vehicles. The distance covered by the vehicle
was considered 13,286 km/yr. From the comparison, the
infrastructure cost of the OLEV was 73% of the battery-
operated vehicles (Suh et al., 2011).

In Jeong et al. (2015), an economic model is proposed to
analyze the advantageous effect of DWPT on the battery size
reduction and life cycle improvement. Although the DWPT
tracks installation cost is high compared with stationary WPT,
the operational cost is low by extending the battery life and
reducing the battery size. The three different WPT charging
technologies such as stationary WPT (SWC), dynamic WPT
(DWC), and quasi-dynamic WPT (QWC) are compared in
Jang Y. et al. (2016). Table 12 represents the energy
consumed by various electric vehicles and the reduction of
cost with gasoline vehicles.

The sensitivity analysis of OLEV operated in Gumi City (Jeong
et al., 2015) is represented in Figure 7. The advantages of
extended battery life and low battery size are valid only for

long-distance DWC. The social cost saving is achievable by a
widespread DWPT by decarbonizing transportation (Lazzeroni
et al., 2021). The energy consumption of the EVs is specified in
Table 13 as per 2022 standards. In addition, the annual fuel cost
was calculated, and the fuel-saving cost was compared with gas-
powered vehicles. The cost of the fuel is taken as per the rate in
2022. As per NASA (2022), the emission of CO2 is 418 parts per
million and the global temperature was increased by 1.01°C. So,
many countries planned to reduce gasoline-based vehicle usage
and encourage the usage of electric vehicles.

EMC/EMI ISSUES

An electric vehicle charging based on dynamic inductive power
transfer technology transfers a high power (in terms of kW) over
a large distance (in terms of mm) in the air medium. The
frequency level of the high power is 85 kHz. The high strength
of the magnetic field will be generated by induced emf during this
power transfer. So, the high-strength electric and magnetic fields
will be produced around the system. In addition, the battery can
finish charging the vehicle within a short period. The production
of the high-field strength should not exceed the allowable safe
limit. The safety limits were regulated by ICNIRP and IEEE and
are mentioned inTable 5. Different shielding methods are used to
diminish the leakage flux around the system.

The different types of shielding techniques (Houran et al., 2018)
are passive shielding (magnetic, conductive, conductive, and
magnetic), active shielding (EMF cancel (3-dB dominant,
linkage-free, independent self)), and resonant reactive shielding
(one shield coil with one capacitor, twoshield coils with four
capacitors). The passive shielding techniques are based on
materials used in the shielding process. Magnetic materials like
ferrite, conductive material like aluminum, and metamaterials
which are having combined characteristics are used in passive
shielding. The EMF cancellation method is used in the active
shielding technique. The cancellation of self-emf, cancelation of 3-
dB dominant emf, and cancellation of linkage emf methods are the
active shielding process. In reactive shielding, a different number of
coils with capacitors will be used. The hazardous effects on health
and improper function of the system components can be reduced
by shieldingmethods (IEEE, 2019). Thematerials used inmagnetic
shielding control the exposure level and support the distribution of
flux. The material will allow the magnetic flux through them due to
its low reluctance properties.

The reluctance of the materials is directly proportional to the
length of the coil (L), indirectly proportional to the cross-
sectional area (A), and the permeability of the core materials.
So, increasing the cross section of the pad will reduce the
reluctance of the magnetic flux distribution path.

The reluctance of the material is,

R � l

μA
. (7)

The aluminum plate is an effective shielding material for the
WPT3 class. The additional magnetic shielding is required for
high power level than the WPT3 class. The strength of the
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magnetic field emission in identical charging coils is lesser than in
coils with interoperability characteristics. The permeability of the
different materials are 100–600 for nickel, 80,000–100,000 for Mu
metal, and for aluminum is 1.000022. The ORNL researchers
(Mohammad et al., 2021) investigated the requirements of
shielding structures for charging pads. The ground assembly
shielding is used to limit the distribution of magnetic fields
beyond the shielding plate and the lateral side of the plate
(Lammle et al., 2020). The proper shielding methods will
ensure the limit of the human exposure level and satisfy the
safety limits regulated by the ICNIRP. The various methods of
EMI analysis are represented in Table 14.

MICROGRID-CONNECTED DYNAMIC
CHARGING SYSTEM

The development of charging infrastructures failed to meet the
penetration of EV market evolution. The increases in EV
charging stations will affect the public utility grid. The
requirement for fossil fuels increased badly to compromise the
energy demand raised by charging stations. The quantity of
various conventional energy sources is decaying day by day. In
addition, the temperature level of the world will increase due to
greenhouse gases. Several countries are regulating their standards
and aiming for net-zero emission in 2050. Renewable energy-
based electricity production is increased by 3% in 2020, while the
demand for all other fuels decreased (Dr Fatih Birol IEA
Executive Director, 2021). Renewable energy sources will
reduce the usage of fossil fuels. Decarbonization is achieved by
encouraging the use of renewable energy sources throughout all
sectors. The generation of electricity based on renewable sources
around the world enormously increased in the past decade
(International Renewable Energy Agency, 2021). The growth
in PV-based energy generation decays the emission of
greenhouse gases. So, integrating renewable energy sources
with the EV-charging infrastructures will assist the
development of road transport electrification. As a result of
this integration, public charging sectors will grow and the unit
per cost for energy consumption will decrease. The benefits of the
PV-integrated charging stations are reduction of power quality
issues in the power grid, cost savings, zero emission, easy
installation, and supportive government policies. The
microgrid system is mentioned in Figure 2.

In the European countries, the photovoltaic noise barriers
(PVNB) are installed along roadsides, near railroads, and near
industries. The rated power of the smallest installation is 7.5 kWp
and the largest is 3 MWp. The major contributors of this
technology are Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and the
Netherlands (Pvresources, 2022). The first PVNB was built in
Chur at Switzerland in the year of 1989 (de Jong, 2015). As a part
of solar PV energy program, the MassDOT had installed 5.5 MW
ground-mount PV arrays within ROW highway. The noise
barriers proposed by them to explore the usage of renewable
energy sources included barriers (Fhwa, 2017). A concept of
e-road was proposed to harvest the roadside energy such as
piezoelectric, thermoelectric, and solar energy (Pei et al.,

2019). The roadside energy can be utilized by sensors, wireless
charging, and melting snow and ice on the roads. The concept of
solar road was proposed by the Brusaw couple and the pavement
was developed on roadsides. The first solar road Wattway was
constructed in France for 1 km long (Zhou B. et al., 2021).
Therefore, many countries are developing their transportation
infrastructure with solar integration. The integration of these
energy sources will affect the parameters of the existing microgrid
system. The development of green transportation will encourage
the island grid system to integrate the roadway powered inductive
power charging system. The main considerations of these solar
based island microgrid systems are tolerable of sudden load
changes, generation and utilization management, and fault
tolerance.

The energy demand of the DWPT system significantly affects
the distribution network and will disturb the power transfer profile
of the microgrid system. The researchers under the FABRIC
project (Theodoropoulos et al., 2014) analyzed the impact of
the DWPT system on the grid. The intermittent segmental
charging pad structure generates a high demand fluctuation in
the grid system. In addition, they suggested that a smooth power
transfer profile can be achieved by a continuous charging track,
with an energy storage system and integration of PV power. The
installation of the DWPT system in the existing grid (Debnath
et al., 2018) will disturb the grid voltage, which leads to the
reduction of reliability and power transfer profile and a rise in
oscillatory response. In Karakitsios et al. (2016), a new
methodology was implemented in a Greek MV distribution
feeder realistic model to evaluate the theoretical and practical
results to estimate the charging demand. The impact of an
increase in demand on distribution line voltages, loads, and
network losses was analyzed. During the particular period (t) in
a day, the probability (P) of an on-road resonant inductive
charging system supplying demand is the multiplication of the
probability of a charging system occupied by needy EVs and
occupied by EVs queuing on the pad due to road traffic.

Pon−road(t)� Pemergency(t) × Ptraffic(t). (8)
In addition, when number of chargers, N is operating for a

time period (t in hr) and maximum number of charging system
installed in the grid is M, then

N � Pon−road (t)
Pon−road (tmax) × M, (9)

where tmax is the period where the observed maximum charging
demand probability. The formulas are obtained from the case
study of the primary transformer station with a single radial
feeder at Katerini. In Zhou et al. (2022), the new microgrid
structure was developed for cost saving and enlarge the usage of
developed utility. The developed model includes solar, wind, and
on-route charging system. An on-route charging system is
considered as ESD in-motion state. The power transmission
level between developed microgrid and main transmission grid
is limited within certain level. An outage of power, coupling and
decoupling of the RES occurring depends on that predefined level.
As per these developed models, the output power of the RES is
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Output power of wind turbine, Pwind,t

�
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, vwind,t < vcut−inor vwind,t > vcut−out

PPC WT
vwind,t − vcut−in
vrated − vcut−in

, vcut−in ≤ vwind.t ≤ vrated

PPC WT, vrated < vwind,t ≤ vcut−out

, (10)

where P and v represent the output power and speed of the wind
turbine, respectively in t hour. P PC_WT represents planned
capacity of the wind turbine. Then,

Output power of PVmodules, Psolar,t

�
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

PPC solar
At

Arated
, At ≤Arated

PPC solar, At >Arated

, (11)

where At and Arated (1 kW/m2) represent the actual and rated
light intensity at t hour, which is a desirable factor for PVs output,
and PPC_solar is the planned capacity of PVs.

So, when the in-motion energy storage system considers EVs,
the load difference in the grid system at t hour is

ΔPt � PEV baseload,t + PEV movableload,t − (Pwind,t + Psolar,t), (12)
PEV movableload,t � ∑

i∈T(R) YDWCF,i(1 − ZEV)NEV,i,tP EV , (13)

where NEV,I,t is the number of EVs on i road and (1—ZEV) is the
proportionate value of EVs not involved in the DWC process,
which establishes the movable load. An (Haupt et al., 2020)
optimal capacity of the ESD determined by the developed
mixed integer linear programming model. The developed
model demonstrated in the A8 freeway at Germany.

CONCLUSION

This article mainly concentrates on exposure to microgrid-
integrated DWPT technology. The different converters, coils,
and compensation networks topologies in the design of
DWPT-based charging infrastructure are presented
comprehensively. The different compensation networks can
be used based on applications such as load and coupling
variations. In addition, the compensation network is used to
resonate with the charging pads. The charging pads are
designed based on the power level, the vertical distance of
charging pads, and the speed of the charging vehicle. The
design of charging pads is the most considerable section in the
design of dynamic charging systems. The power inverters are
used to drive the charging pads. The energization and de-
energization of the charging pads are controlled by the power

inverter. The power inverter generates the control signal as per
SAE standards. The generation of a control signal is depending on
the output of the detection circuit. It might be sensor-based or
sensorless. The detection circuit is used to sense the interaction of
the foreign object with charging pads and detect the vehicle’s
position. The economic considerations involved in infrastructure
development are compared and tabulated. The main objective of
the designing process is to obtain maximum efficiency with
reduced cost. The increase in the power level of the system to
reduce the charging time indeed enlarges the magnetic emission
exposure level. So, proper shielding is mandatory to decrease the
field emission level. In addition to that, the standards involved in
the design are also mentioned. The recent research and
development work carried out in the DWPT system in various
organizations are specified and tabulated. The microgrid-
integrated DWPT system is also discussed in this article.

The organizations such as ORNL, KAIST, and Auckland
University are developing a high-power dynamic charging system.
ORNL is developing a 200-kW dynamic charging system to charge
the vehicles quickly with highway power. This will encourage the
usage of mini-trucks and buses in the public transportation system.
The energy received while traveling on the charging lane should be
greater than energy spent to cross that lane. The current research
developments on a roadway powered charging system are integration
of renewable energy sources such as solar and wind, developing a
microgrid system for a dynamic charging infrastructure to reduce the
impact on utility grid, limiting the emf exposure level, and fast
charging with multiple users. The cost will decrease to the user when
the number of vehicles using the dynamic charging system is
increased.
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